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New Data Products 

•  WAC 
•  643 nm normalized (empirical) 100 m mosaic*, ** 

•  7 band normalized (empirical) 400 m mosaic 

•  7 band normalized (Hapke) 400 m mosaic 

•  NAC 
•  Many stereo-based topographic models (PDS and 

internal) 

•  Many Featured Mosaics (PDS and internal) 

•  North pole Giga-Pan (681 GigaPixels)** 

•  Tens of thousands of awesome images***  

*Title slide of this presentation 
**Back of room, ***Front of room 



Impact Melt at Thales Crater 

2954 meters wide 



Unraveling the mysteries 
at Aristarchus Crater 

M. Zanetti, B. Jolliff (WUSTL) &   
H. Hiesinger (Univ. of Münster) 

Photogeologic map of Aristarchus Crater from NAC 
mosaic and GLD100: distribution of melt units, boulder 
fields, ejecta landforms and crater interior. 

Melt and Boulder distribution on WAC DEM 

Comparing morphology from NAC to 
data from other remote sensing 
datasets shows: 
 

•  Silicic material (Diviner) corresponds to 
fragmented ejecta and not melt 
veneer 

•  Olivine-rich materials (M3) are localized 
in the SE coincident with boulder fields 

•  Impact melt and boulder field 
distribution are strongly affected by 
topography (GLD100) 

  



Impact Crater Distribution on Proximal Ejecta Blanket of Aristarchus Crater: 
Evidence for Self-Secondary Craters, and influence on Age Dating 

M. Zanetti, B. Jolliff (Washington University), and H. Hiesinger (Münster) 
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•  CSFD Model Ages of 370 Ma to 70 Ma measured on proximal 
ejecta, with best estimate of ~190 Ma for the impact event. 

•  Radial density pattern of craters on proximal and age variation 
with distance from rim suggests many of the small impacts in the 
ejecta may be from the Aristarchus impact event. 

•  The density of craters is greater on the Plateau side (NW) than on 
the Mare side (SE), resulting in different model ages.  May result 
from asymmetric melt resurfacing and possibly direction of impact.  

Significance: The lunar chronology is calibrated to counts on 
ejecta blankets of Copernicus and Tycho. If self-secondary 
craters are in the calibration counts, then our estimates for the 
cratering rate on the Moon for the last 1 Gyr may be inaccurate.  
 

Crater Density 

Mare 
Plateau 

Plateau 

Mare 

Apparent age Variation with Location 

Aristarchus Plateau vs. Mare Crater Counts 



The Distribution and Origin of Light 
Plains Around the Orientale Basin 

H. Meyer, B. Denevi, A. Boyd, M. Robinson 

à  The abundance of Orientale light plains is ~2x previous 
estimates. After the continuous ejecta, light plains cover 
20% of the surface up to ~1400 km from the rim 

Smooth, high-reflectance highland plains once 
thought be volcanic; Apollo 16 light plains samples 
showed origin as basin ejecta! Global extent, 
distribution and origin of light plains (LP) still not 
known, some plains may have ages that are 
younger than major basins, reviving the possibility 
some are volcanic. Mapping of LP in a 7 million km2 
area near Orientale tests their origin as Orientale 
ejecta. 

The distribution of light plains with increasing distance from the rim is 
consistent with light plains being dominated by Orientale ejecta, which 
decreases rapidly with distance >1400 km from the rim 

à  Comparisons of the crater size-
frequency distributions for light 
plains and Orientale ejecta are 
consistent with both having 
originated from the Orientale 
impact event  

Continuou
s Ejecta 

Few plains far from rim 
(2400 km) 

Abundant plains close 
to rim (800 km) 

WAC 321/415 nm ratio  

à  LROC WAC spectral 
properties consistent with 
emplacement as 
Orientale ejecta 



Mahanti et  al 

(A) First 5 Chebyshev basis functions and a 
hypothetical crater profile having a local gradient 
and central peak. Weighted Chebyshev basis  
functions (dotted line) contribute to the total crater 
profile in accordance to their shape resemblance to 
different portions of the crater profile. (B) 
Standardized method for obtaining the  crater 
profile (C) Tycho crater, its profile and reconstruction 
by only 16 coefficients( < 3% reconstruction error ) 

§ No generic mathematical framework exists 
to reduce profiles to morphology descriptors.  

§ Chebyshev polynomial function 
approximation used to describe crater forms 
in a quantitative and repeatable manner.  

§ Chebyshev coefficients are relatable to 
crater  morphologic characteristics 
(Examples : average elevation, depth, slope 
outside crater,  central peak height, providing 
a standardized mathematical means for 
describing crater forms. ( Many other COOL 
properties !!!) 

Standardized quantitative characterization of impact crater profiles 
 



WAC Photometric Normalization 

Median I/F of 21 months data normalized by Hapke model with tile-by-tile method (R:689, G:415, B:321 nm). 

Standard deviation map (1/64° per pixel) and histogram in 643 nm.  

Lower phase angle 
coverage at high latitudes 
will improve solution 



Hapke Parameter Maps 

Single scattering albedo (w): 
Strongly correlated to the 
normalized I/F. 

Henyey-Greenstein double-lobe 
parameter (c, forward / back 
scattering fraction parameter):  
More forward scattering in mare 
than highlands. 

Angular width of shadow 
hiding opposition surge (hs):  
Lower values around young 
crater rims (related to impact 
melts?) 

643 nm band 



LROC WAC Ultraviolet 
Observations of Space Weathering 

B. Denevi, M. Robinson, A. Boyd, H. Sato, B. Hapke, B. Hawke 

à Small craters in the mare have low UV ratio (321/415 
nm) values (blue in these figures), but not as low as those 
for truly fresh material in the lab, indicating even the 
freshest craters are already partially mature. 
 

à Mare craters appear mature based on their UV ratio 
within ~50 million years. 
 

à Small craters in the highlands have UV ratios that are 
both lower (blue) and higher (yellow) than mature soils. 
We find that the low ratios in the highlands are indicative 
of shocked or melted material, the high ratios are 
consistent with freshly exposed plagioclase. This 
relationship allows for the discrimination of primary 
(shocked) ejecta from locally disturbed soil. 
 

The first global ultraviolet-visible (321-689 nm) map of 
the Moon enables a fresh look at space weathering. 
Space weathering is rapid at UV wavelengths, and is 
dominated by the solar wind. In the highlands, the 
effects of shock and melting have large effects on the 
UV spectrum, allowing discrimination between primary 
ejecta and locally disturbed soils. 

Mare crater Highland crater 

Color composite (R=415 nm, G=321/415 nm, B=321/360 nm) of a portion 
of the farside highlands. Fresh plagioclase appears yellow, shocked or 
melted plagioclase is pink or red, and mature soils are green. Crater rays 
are mostly fresh, unshocked plagioclase, except for their secondary 
craters. 

àLunar swirls are bright, sinuous features associated with magnetic 
anomalies.  
 

àWAC UV observations show that they are among the most immature 
features on the Moon due to magnetic shielding from the solar wind. 
 

àSpace weathering is thus dominated by the solar wind, 
micrometeorite bombardment alone is an ineffective agent of space 
weathering. 
 

àThe UV spectra of swirls indicate the exposure of fresh crystalline soils, 
not glass, indicating micrometeorite bombardment is more efficient at 
exposing fresh soil than producing nanopahse iron and glass. 



The Search for Young Tectonic Features 
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•  New mapping reveals a truly globally distributed 
population of young thrust faults (lobate scarps) 

•  Topography from LROC NAC stereo images 
characterize fault scarps to determine displacement-
fault length (D/L) relations  

•  Obtain new estimates: 1) the global contractional 
strain, and 2) the radius change ΔR  

•  Sources of global-scale stress: 1) contraction from 
internal cooling, and 2) tidal interaction with Earth 

•  Modeling stresses in the Moon and comparing with 
mapped faults to determine if distribution of young 
faults is influenced by Earth-raised tidal stresses Predicted stress trajectories from Earth-based tide 

(compressional stresses are negative) 

D/L plot of 34 scarp segments 
(θ = 30°) 

Profile of 
lobate  scarp 
with model 
fault 
geometry 

Tom Watters, NASM 



AGES	  OF	  LUNAR	  LOBATE	  SCARPS	  

Crater size-frequency distribution measurements of Lee-
Lincoln and Mandel’shtam scarps indicate they have been 
active as recently as ~75 Ma and ~90 Ma, respectively 
[van der Bogert et al., 2012]. These ages confirm and 
expand on earlier studies suggesting that scarps are 
Copernican in age [Binder and Gunga, 1985]. 

Locations of count areas at Lee-Lincoln scarp (20.27°N, 
30.56°E) with corresponding absolute model ages. 

C. H. van der Bogert, H. Hiesinger, M. E. Banks, T. R. Watters, and M. S. Robinson 



AGE	  OF	  SOUTH	  POLE-‐AITKEN	  BASIN	  

The timing of SPA basin formation is critical for understanding the early evolution of the Moon 
and Earth. Crater counts indicate that SPA is significantly older than 4 Ga, consistent with 
some Apollo 16, 17, and farside meteorite samples. This age is inconsistent with some models 
for lunar cataclysm [Hiesinger et al., 2012b-c]. 

Count areas (blue) and counted craters (red) 
within the SPA basin. Craters in selected 
younger craters/basins are shown in yellow. 
WAC mosaic in stereographic projection. 

Crater	  Size-‐Frequency	  DistribuBon	  Measurements	  

H.	  Hiesinger,	  C.	  H.	  van	  der	  Bogert,	  J.	  H.	  Pasckert,	  N.	  Schmedemann,	  
M.S.	  Robinson,	  B.	  Jolliff,	  and	  N.	  Petro	  	  



Crater Size-Frequency Distribution 
Measurements and Age Determination for 

the Compton-Belkovich Volcanic Complex  
K. A. Shirley, B. Jolliff, M. Zanetti1, C. H. van der Bogert, 
and H. Hiesinger2.  1Washington Univ.,  2 Westfälische 
Wilhelms-Universität Münster  

•  Crater size-frequency 
distributions from Compton 
Crater (160 km diam.) on  
both floor and walls have 
isochron at 3.6 Ga. 

•  The lack of visible effects of 
Compton Crater ejecta on 
the CBVC provide a firm 
upper limit to the age of silicic 
volcanism at this location.  

•  Secondary impacts within the 
volcanic complex from the 
the younger Hayn crater 
(1.0-1.15 Ga) provide a lower 
limit to the possible age of 
volcanism  
at the CBVC. WAC context image and crater count locations. 

Colors indicate different WAC and NAC count areas. 

Crater size-frequency distributions at the (CBVC) 
indicate that silicic volcanism occurred ~3.45-3.55 
Ga ago.  The oldest ages recorded in this area are ~ 
3.8 Ga, probably associated with resurfacing by 
large craters such as Belkovich at the end LHBt.  
Nearby Compton Crater formed at 3.6 Ga and 87 km 
Hayn Crater, ~1 Ga. 

Compton and Hayn Craters 

•  Multiple small-area counts  
(NACS) permit assessment of 
variability and uncertainties in 
age determinations.  

•  The largest craters  record the 
old 3.8 Ga age of resurfacing, 
likely by 200 km diam. Belkovich 
Crater. Craters 350-1000 m 
diam. record a 3.45-3.55 Ga 
age, which we interpret to be 
the age of silicic volcanism.  

•  Craters <350 m diameter 
appear to be in a dynamic 
equilibrium, reflecting unusual 
physical properties of regolith 
within the CBVC.  

CBVC 
Volcanic 
Complex 



 
•  Sharp, meter-scale morphology 

and crater size frequency 
distributions suggest that IMPs 
formed <100 Ma ago 

•  Smooth units in IMPs (S) are 
consistent with young mare basalt 
flows 

•  Uneven units (U) are 
stratigraphically older than the 
smooth units, and are consistent 
with blocky, fractured mare basalt 

 
A)  A topographic depression 

containing an IMP crosscuts a 
smaller northeast-trending 
graben (white line). 

B)  IMP west of the crater 
Maskelyene F. The circular 
topographic high may mark the 
location of a vent. 

C)  IMPs in the floor of Hyginus 
crater represent a group of IMPs 
formed of clusters of small 
uneven units. 

D)  An example of a distinct 
morphology where IMPs are 
narrow, discontinuous sections 
of uneven units following a 
curved path. The inset highlights 
a section of uneven unit 
superposed by three lobate 
contacts (white arrows). 

8.335°N, 
19.071°E 

4.330°N, 
33.750°E 

7.726°N, 
6.350°E  

9.817°N, 
25.519°E 

Irregular Mare Patches (IMPs) 
 



•  Downloads initiated from 159.226.169.125 (Beijing) during July 2013 (>500 NACs) 
•  Left: footprint coverage of NACs      Right: center of area, image centers in red 
•  China connection mirrored LROC website 

Chang’e 3 

Footprint area 375 km wide E-W Image ~190 km wide 

Laplace A 



Never sampled mare basalt 
Wrinkle ridge for sounder 
Spectacular fresh mare crater 

Laplace A 
Chang’e 3 

Landing Site? 

? 

Laplace A, 9 km diameter 





We Have A Great Start on Defining the Next 
Generation of Lunar Exploration 
 
LROC Tasks Remaining: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Armstrong collecting contingency sample 

•  Image whole Moon with NAC, large 
and small incidence angles 

•  Obtain NAC stereo of key exploration 
science targets: 3-D Moon at rover 
scale! 

•  Craters – formation and degradation 
and age dating 

•  Best ever photometry of Moon (any 
Solar System body for that matter) 
implications for understanding the 
space environment interactions 

•  Accurately measure current impact 
rates 

•  Dig into discoveries of new volcanic 
centers 

 
 

Looking Forward to EM-2! 

Define a new holistic lunar 
exploration strategy 


